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FOREWORD

This report has had classified material removed in order to
make the information available on an unclassified, open
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information
as possible available to all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is all currently
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or
is National Security Information.

This report has been reproduced directly from available
copies of the original material. The locations from which
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings
and “holes” in the text. Thus the context of the material
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination
of whether the deleted information is germane to his study.

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted
material is of little or no significance to studies into the
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals
during the atmospheric nuclear test program.



FOREWORD
This report presents the finai results of one of lheprojectsp anticipating mthe miiitary-effect
programs of Operation Redwing. Overall information about this arid the other military-effect
projects can be obtained from WT- 1344, the “ Summary Report of the Commander, Task Unit
3.” Th!s technical summary inciudes: (1) tables listing each deton.ition with its yield, type,
environment, meteorological conditions, etc.; (2) maps showing shot locations; (3) discussions
of results ty programs; (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all proj -
eels; and (5) a llsting of project reports for the military-effect programs,
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A/9STi?ACT
Forty especially developed atmospheric-sounding projectiles (ASP) were fired through the
clouds resulting from Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Navajo, and Tewa to proof test a system for
measuring gamma intensities within the clouds and to mcplore the spatiai distribution of gam-
ma activity within the stem and cloud resulting from the detonation of a nuclear device having
a yield in the megaton range. Radiation intensity information was successfully teiemeiered
out of the radioactive clouds by the ASP rockets and recorded on magnetic tape. Radiation in-
tensities as high as 3 by 10’ r/hr were encountered within the cloud; intensities at the one meas-
ured point in the stem were negligible compared to the peak activity within the cloud. Contami-
nation of rocket surfaces by radioactivity from the cloud did not appear to be of consequence.
Total activities in the clouds computed from rocket data agreed in order of magnitude with ac-
tivities derived from theoretical considerations.
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PREFACE
This project was undertaken as a joint effort by members of the U. S. Naval ILictiological Defense
Lr.bora:ury \USNRDL) and Cooper Development Corporation of Mjnrovia. California. The re-
sponsibilities of Cooper Development Corporation were ctefined in Bureau of Ships Contract, No.
NObs 72000. These Lncluded respons~bilities for the design, deveiopmen’, and testing of the
rockets used in the project, firing of the rockets In the field, recording of dda from rockets
fired Ln the fieLd, and reduction of data. NRDL furnished field personnel. :ncludir,g a project
officer, and was responsible for interpreting the reduced data as pl-esented ti~ the contractor.

The proJect officer extends his thanks and apprec iaLLon to those ,ndlviduals and groups who
thr~ugh their cooperation and assistance contributed materially to the >uccessful completion of
the project. Their specific contributions are cited as follows: H. R. Wasson of L?SNRDL, who
offered technical advice and assistance in the desgn and testing of the rad~ation transducer;
Lieutenant (]g) M. H. Eklund of USNRDL, who prepared the general specifications for the r~dia -
tion transducer, offered technical advice and performed the field calibration of the lr.struments;
Captain and crew of the USS Knudson, APD-1OI, who assisted 111the installation and operation
of the shipboard telemetering receiving station; and Commanding Officer znd men of Detachment
A, Mobile Construction Battalion 5, who assisted in the ir.stallatiol] of the rocket launching sta-
tion ancf the Site Nan receiving station and performed the technical survey ‘sork.

.
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1,1 OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of Project 2.61 were to: (1) proof test a system using rocket-borne
detection units with telemetering trmismitters to explore the spatial distribution of radioactivity
m the stem and cloud resulting from a imc Lear detonation; (2) measure gamma intensities along
several continuous known trajectories passing through t~e stem and cloud at ‘7and 15 minutes
after detonation; and (3) estimatr the extent to which the rocket became contaminated as it passed
through the stem or cloud.

1.2 BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Although various mathematical modeis for the fallout process have been presented (Reference
1), gross differences exist among the assumptions as to spatial distribution of radioactive emit-
ters in the cloud and stern. Determination of the distribution which actually exists is essential
to the development of a correct model and the eventual reaiistic predictions of fallout patterns.
Without such knowledge there wouid be continuing uncertainties as to the spatial positions of
active particles prior to fall, resulting in unrehabie predictions cf the spread and extent of ac -
tivity, Besides being essential to the development of fallout theory, a knowledge of the distri-
bution of radioactivity In the cloud and stem at early time& may be important for interception,
countermeasures, and long-range-detection studies.

Construction of an effective fallout model requires knowledge of the size, activity, and spatial
distribution of radioactive particles in the stem and cloud. Of these parameters, particle size
distribution and related activ Lty were determined from particles collected as fallout at the sur-
face of the earth by Projects 2.63 and 2.65. If, in addition, measurements of gamma intensities
in the stem and cloud are made, gross distribution of active particles in the stem and cloud may
be inferred. Restrictions due to time and equipment available before the ~peration precluded
measurement by this project of any parameter except gamma activity as a function of time and
position.

Measurements of radiatiol fields existing in clouds resulting from detonations of devices in
the kiloton range have been made previously. The first measurement of cloud-radiation fields
was made during Operation Greenhouse by the use of drone aircraft. These measurements were
made in the stems of clouds resulting from explosions whose yields ranged from r-
Fieids of a~out 104 r/hr were observed at 3 to 5 minutes after detonation and of abou~
at 30 minutes after detonation (Reference 2). During Operation Upshot-Knothole, canisters
and drone a;lrcraft operated in the mushroom tops resulting from 11 tc, 26 M explosions. Fields
of about 104 r,’hr existed at 2 to 6 minutes after cletonat ion (Reierence 3).

During Operation Redwing, aircraft were flown through the stem and lower portion of six
clouds resulting from detonations in the megaton range. Reference 4 gives as the average dose
rates encountered when corrected to 100 percent-fission yield:

5 = 1.0 x 105 L-*”’ (1.1)



where: D = average dose rate, r/hr
t = time after detonation, minutes

This equat~on yields 3,700 r/hr and 1,000 r/hr as the average dose rate to be expected at 7 min-
utes and 15 minutes from a 100 percent-fission yield device. A vehicle, capable of carrying a
radiation detector and telemetering equipment to at least the top of the highest cloud expected,
was required to explore the spatial distribution of gamma activity in clouds resulting from multi-
megatoil detonations. It was desirable that the vehicle be able to pass weli out of the top or side
of the cloud, so that an indication of the contamination of the vehicie could be obtained. Because
of the altitudes involved arid turbulent conditions existing at early times, manned or unmanned
aircraft couLd not be used to measure activity withtn the higher regions of the cloud resulting
from a megaton range device. The above, along with considerations of expense and logistic
problems, indicated that a single-stage, rocket-propelled ballistic missile wouid serve best to
carry the detector and telemetering equipment.

To serve as a basis of comparison for the activity distributions as determined by the rocket
flights, theoretical estimates were prepared of the number of photons per second present at 7

TABLE 1.1 THEORETICAL ESTlhlATES OF CLOUD ACTIVITY

Activity, photon s,{sec —
Time Contributor

Cherokee Zuni Navajo
min

7 FP 29.3 x 11)** ~.~g x ~(p 3.69 x 1022

~238 4,7X 1022 1.07 x 102* 0.13 x 102*

15 FP 14.8 x LO*2 3.92 x 1022 1.89X 1022

and 15 minutes after detonation (times at which the rocket measurements were made). The con-
tribution to the total activity of the device components only was considered. The fission product
activity, based on the slow neutron fission of UZ3S, at 7 and 15 minutes was found to be

respectively (Reference 5). At these early times, the induced
activity contribution of UZJ9was considered. Other induced activities with gamma energies in
the range that can be measured by the rocket transducer could possibly add around 5 percent to
the activities tabuIated in Table 1.1 depending upon materials used in the construction of the de-

239 u2@, NP240 and IJ2$T representedvice and nearby structures. The other induced nuclides of Np ,
less than 1 percent of the activity due to the fission products. For capture-to-fission ratio of
1.0, the calculated activities of U23gat 7 and 15 minutes were 4.0 d/s/104 fissions and 3.2 d/s/104
fissions, respectively. Applying directly the capture -to-f ission ratios 0.500, 0.427 and 0.125 as
determined from actual samples obtained during Shots Cherokee, Zuni, and Navajo,thecontri-
bution of U2~Sto the total activity for the various events was then determined. The use of theoret-
ical estimates (personal communication from C. F. Miller and N. E. Ballou, USNRDL) for the
number of photons per disintegration for the fission products, 1.19, and U2S$, 0.83, and the num-
ber of fissions per kiioton of fission yield, 1.45 x 1023 together with the d,/S/ 10” f ission~ ‘alues

for the fission products and U2$9then yielded the actlv~ty per event in photons/second at specified
times. The data obtained are presented in Table 1.1.

12



Chopfef 2

PROCEDURE
2.1 PARTICIPATION

The project participated in Shots Cherokee, Zuni, and Navajo (ah’, land and water detonations,
respectively) and to a limited extent in Shot Tewa (a surface detonation over shallow water). The
original intent of the project was toparticipatein Shots Cherokee, Zuni, and Navajo only. liow-
ever, since there were four rockets (spare units) remaining at the conclusion of the Navajo event,
the decision was made in the field to fire them during Shot Tewa. Forty rockets and radiation
tratlsducers with accompanying telemetering gear were used.

Thirty-six rockets were fired for Shots Cherokee, Zuni, and Navajo. Twelve rockets were
fired in two salvos of six during these events. The first salvo was fired at 7 minutes and the
second at 15 minutes after detonation with 2-second mtervaIs between rockets of each salvo.
The four additional rockete were fired during Shot Tewa at 7 minutes after detonation with 10-
second intervals between them. For Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Navajo (second salvo), and Tewa,
the rockets of a single salvo had different trajectories in a single vertical plane. For Shot Nav-
ajo, the six rockets of the first salvo were fired at the same quadrant elevations but at different
azimuthal angies. Trajectories were determined before the detonations on the basis of predicted
winds. Some rockets were fired so as to pass through the cloud or stem into a radiation-free
area while their signals were stiII being received, so that the contamination of the rocket could
be estimated.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Fifty units of an especially developed rocket were produced for this operation. The radiation
transd~cers, likewise, were especially developed. Commercial equipment served as the trans-
mitting and receiving units.

2,2.1 Rockets. Prior to the acceptance of the proposal for this project, there was no single-
stage, soiid-fuel rocket that could attain an altitude of 100,000 feet when launched from sea level.
Design, fabrication, and testing of the rocket was accomplished by Cooper Development Corpora-
tion, who also had the responsibility for launching the rockets and recording their data in the
field. The result was a 6~t-inch diameter by approximately 12-foot-long rocket capable of attain-
ing a maximum altitude of about 200,000 feet or a maximum range of about 230,000 feet. The
radiation detector and telemetering transmitter were located in the ogive (head assembiy).
Figure 2,1 is a schematic drawing of the rocket,

This rocket, the atmospheric -sounding projectile (ASP), was a ground-launched baUistic
missile using a solid fuei. The single-grain propellant consisted of a stabilized ammonium
perchlorate oxidizer with a Thiokol base. The single-stage motor had a totai imPulse of 31,000
lb-see and a burning time of 5.8 seconds. The burnout velocity of the rocket was approximately
5,400 ft/sec. The prelaunch weight was 245 pounds with a burnout weight of 93 pounds.

Rockets were launched from a simple rail-type launcher employing a zero-tipoff system.
Figure 2.2 shows one set of rockets on their iaunchers at Site How. In this zero-tipoff launch-
ing system, as a rocket moves forward, it is supported on the raii by two launchlng shoes. AS
the forward shoe leaves the front of the rail. it drops free of the rocket, and the after shoe m
sheared off by a biock on the launcher raii, permitting the rocket to continue to move para~lel
to the rail without tipoff error.

13
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The rockets were caged in position on the launchers during all events until the shock wave
passed. In Figure 2.2, all rockets were caged except the one in the lower right-hand corner,
on which the caging clamps stand open and are visible just above tne supporting A-frame. The
cages were closed with explosive bolts, whose detonation by the timer just prior to launching
uncaged the rockets.

Nine rockets were expended making preoperational flight tests and obtamlng trajectory in-
formation. Figure 2.3 is a plot of range versus altitude for various quadrant elevations of
launching of the rockets from sea level “in a standard (National Advisory Council for Aeronautics)
atmosphere, Time marks are indicated on the trajectories. Trajectories were calcu~ated from
information gathered at test firings at the NavaI Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California,
and at White Sands Proving Grounds, New Mexico. Four rounds were fired at Point Mugu and
five at White Sands. Of these, eight were fired at a quadrant ele~atlon of !/2 radian (28.6 degrees),
and one, at an elevation of I?’z radians (85.9 degrees). Rockets were tracked by photothcodolites,
skin-tracking radar, and veiocimeters (dopp[er radar). The velocimeter and phGtotheodolites
were able to track the rockets to burnout, whereas radar tracked them to impact.

One test rocket was fired in the field in conjunction with the Shot Cherokee dry run to check
out the complete system, inciuding the Site How launching station and the Site Nan and USS
Knudson receiving stations. The USS Knudson was stationed at a point which was at the same
~eneral beari[ig and range relative to the test rocket trajectory as tne planned trajectories ior
Shot Cherokee. Good’ signal strength was received at both I-eceivlng sta:ions.

~.~.~ ~diation Transducers. The transducer (Figure 2.4), composed of the ionization cham-
ber and the blocking oscillator circuit, was assembled as a single compact unit and mounted in
the forward part of the ogive of each rocket. The ion chamber-electrometer devices were capA-
ble of measuring gamma radiation at dose rates from at least 10,000 r\hr to less than 10 r/nr
with an energy response of 0.1 to 2.0 Mev. The electrometer circuit was designed to operate
in a cyclic mode to produce pulses directly preportlonal to the dose rate. The pulses moduiated
the telemetering FM transmitter (Ralph M. Pfirsons Company Model 7501, which supplied 2 or
3 watts to the antenna (a 7~:-inch spike protruding from’the nose of the rocket).

The Lon chamber had the following characteristics:

Type of construction - Paralie~-plate guard ringed
Gas and pressure - Pure Argon, 15 atmospheres
Collecting volume - Nominal 100 cc
Maximum radiation rate - 10,000 rjhr
Current output - Nominal 10-10 amps/r/hr
High voltage electrode voltage - 1811vGlts
Number of plates - 4 HV, 3 collecting
Collecting-to-HV electrode capacitance - 40 to 50 @
P\ate sp~cing -0.48 cm
Beta response - None

The energy response of the chamber alone was no[ spec~fied, as it was measured as a function
of dlreciion”over the entire 4 n solid angle as installed In the rocket.

The electrometer circuit was the sinlple olocklng oscillator shown In Figure 2.4. Its opera-
tion may be briefly traced as follows. [f a pulse has Just occurred, the grid of the elect ~ometer
tube is at a negative potential of 10 to 15 volts ‘xlth respect to ground and completely cuts oif the
tube. Ionization caused by gamma radiat~on Lncldeut on the chamber discharges the chamber
capac~tance; since the ion chamber is completely saturated, the discharge Ls llnear with respect
to time. As the grid voltage rises, the tube gradually reaches a critical trigger value, ~t which
time regener’atlon occurs through the chamber capac~tance. Th chamber is recharged by grid
cut rent as the pulse occurs; when the pulse fails, the grid dwde action ceases and the grid re-
sets to the negative cut-off potential. Each Imlse out represents a certain Lncrement oi dose,
so the repetition rate of the pulses IS proportional to the dose rate. The nominal pulse-rate Of
the circuit was 0.2 pps/r/hr, so the upper pulse-rate at 10,000 rihr was 2 kc and the lncren)en-
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tal dose per pulse was nominally 1.4 mr. The upper radiation dose was determined by chamber

saturation characteristics; dose rates above 10,000 r/hr may be meaaured with reduced accura-
cy by applying appropriate correction factors to the data. The lower Iimk is set by the vacuum
tube grid current and varies somewhat from unit to unit.

The relative polar response of the chamber was determined by using gamma or X-rays of
various energies. These data were obtained by operating chambers inside ogives (the forward
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Figure 2.4 fidiatlon tra,lsducer schematic,

element of the rocket containing telemetering equlpmcnt) with associated equipment and exposing
them to gamma and X-rays of various energies at different polar angles. As shown in Figure
2.5, the low energy response was relatively high along the normai to the vehlcte axis. Ttt M
response vms considered desirable to compensate
Integration Gf the 1.3 Mev curve indicated that the
due to a pcint source producing the same field but

for low energy attenuation in other directions.
Integrated response was 85 percent of that
located on a iine passing through the center of
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the chamber and normal to the axis of the chamber. The integrated response over the 4 msolid
angle was relatively flat as shown in Figure 2.6. From this curve it can be seen that the re-
sponse of the chamber was independent of energy within * 10 percent from 90 to 2,000 Icev.

The radiation transducers for the rocket flights showed a range of sensitivities of 0.17 to
0.39 puke/sec/r/hr when calibrated with a 4-CUrle point source of Cogo. As noted above, the
sensitivity was reduced by 15 percent when the transducers were operated inside the rocket
ogive in a uniformly distributed radioactive field.

2.2.3 Launchkng Site. A launching revetment was constructed on Site How (10 to 18 miles
from the shot points). The revetment consisted of two concrete launching pads, each 100 feet
by 12 feet; an embankment to protect the launchers from posslbie water waves; and an instru-
ment shelter.

Firing of the rockets was controlled by a sequence timer Located in the instrument shelter.
The timer was armed by a minus l-second signal provided by an Edgerton, ‘Germeshausen and

TABLE 2.1 RANGE AND BEARINGS OF SHOT POINTS FRON1 RECEIVING
STATIONS AND LAUNCHINGRE.VETMENT

She{ Cherokee * Zuni Navajo Tew,a

Site How Launchin~ Range 92,31J0t 76,800 t 5s,600 t 73,000 t
Ilevetment 13eari ng 285 X 232 I 283$ 283t

Site Nan Receiving Range 116,000 t 70,800 t 81,000 t 97,100 t
Station Bearing 302 I 261 t 306 t 304 t

APD 101 Receiving Range 195,000 t 165,000 t 160,000 t 200,000 t
Station Be~ring 330$ 280 J 3151 3101

● Planned Ground Zero.
t Range, feet.
j Bearing, degrees.

Grier (EGQG) timing relay. Two blue boxes were arranged so that the timer would also start
if one or both of the boxes were triggered by the bomb Light. The timer started the local power
generators after the blast wave had passed, (The local power generators were left running when
the shelter was secured for Shot Cherokee and the shock wave stopped them; therefore, the
generators were started by the sequence timer after passage of the shock wave for subsequent
shots. ) turned on the long-wave transmitter, started the rocket telemeters, uncaged the rockets,
ignited the rocket flares, and fired the rockets. Power for all but the long-wave transmitter
was supplied by batteries.

The long-wave transmitter, - a BC-61O AM transmitter operated at 2.545 Mc, was located at
the launching revetment and relayed the launching times of the rockets to telemetering receiv-
ing stations.

2.2.4 Receiving Stations. Duplicate receiving stations were set up at Site Nan and aboard
the USS Knudson (APD-1OII. Figure 2.7 shows the position of the receiving stations. Table
2.1 gives the range and bearing of the various ground zero locations from the launching revet -
ment at Site How, the shipboard receiving station, and the Site Nan receiving station.

The two receiving stations were similar except that the one at Site Nan was unmanned at shot
time and was equipped with automatic timing equipment to operate the recording devices. The
basic equipment of the stations consisted of six Raymond Rosen 842-C FM telemetering receiv-
ers, a R-390/Urr AM receiver tuned to 2.545 Mc, and an Ampex Model S 3530 seven-channel
tape recorder. Telemetering frequencies of 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, and 239 Mc were
assigned, giving six channels and one spare. The six signals from the rocket telemeters were

detected and recorded on six of the channels. The launch signals from the BC-61O transmitter
at the launching site were recorded on the seventh channel. In addition to the basic information
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Figure 2.5 Energy and direction response of ASP radiation transducer.
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on radiationintensity,thestrengthofW carriersignal, as receivedattheshipboardst&ion,
was recorded on six channels of an oscillograph.

Automatic readout equipment at the shipboardstationwas intendedtorecordthe stx channels
of information simultaneously on a logarithmic scale as a funct ion of time. However, the equip-

ment failed Prior to the first event, probably due to overheatiw of components. Repair in the
field Ws impossible $ ince the components were imbedded in potting compound.

2.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS

Data required to meet the objectives of the project consisted of general observations upon the
working of the system and radiation intensity measurements as a function of rocket position.
Supplementary data were also obtained on telemetering transmitter carrier field strength. The
Latter data were used as an aid in interpreting the primary data. Radiation intensity information
was recorded on magnetic tape, while carrier field strength was recorded on oscillograph paper.

Magnetic tapes containing the primary information were processed by Cooper Development
Corporation at Monrovia, California. Simultaneous readout of six channele of information on
the magnetic tapes was accomplished utilizing a six-channel discriminator capable of sorting
out data in the presence of a high noise background. With the information thus obtained together
with field strength records from the shipboard station, the rocket transmitters were identified
with specific channels at a given time. The reduced data were presented in the form of radiation-
intensity readings as a function of time after Iaunching.
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3.1 GENERAL PERFORMANCE OF

Chopfer 3

K$ULTS

THE SYSTEM

During Shot Cherokee all rockets fired and good (data, pulses could be heard weli with no
noise background) s i~nal strength was received on all channels. The blast wave stopped two
generators at the launching station, causing loss of the rocket-launch signals. However, data
from later firings provided sufficient information for computing the launch times. In spite Of
relatively high radiation fields (3 x 104 r/hr) no serious attenuation of the telemetering signal
was noted. There were no aata on channels corresponding with xwckets shot at the stem. It is
probable that these projectiles missed the stem.

All rockets fired during Shot Zuni, and good signal strength was received on all channels.
Radiation fields that were measured were lower than those encountered during Shot Cherokee.
Channels corresponding to rockets aimed at the lowest elevations had no data on the carriers.

All Shot Navajo rockets fired, and good signal strength was received on 10 of the 12 channels.
Radiation fields mess’~red were lower than those previously encountered. Channels correspond-
ing to rockets aimed at the stem indicated low activity there.

Four spare rockets were instrumented and prepared for launching during Shot Tewa. All
fired, and good signal strength was received on three of the four channels. One transmitter
failed shortly (about 5 seconds) after takeoff, and one transmitter was considerably off frequency.
Accelerometers were used on two of the rockets. Useful radiological intenstty information was
received from only rocket (Round 3).

In all events, instability in the transmitter-receiver portion of the telemetering system
caused receivers to pick up rocket transmitters other than those aesigned; also, there were
cases of receivers changing from one rocket transmitter to another during a particular salvo.

3.2 TELEMETERED INFORMATION

Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 summarize launch conditions for Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Navajo,
and Tewa. The column headed Azimuth gives the azimuthal settings of the launchers with re-
spect to ground zero stations.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 give roentgen intensity versus time information that is typical of the
various shots. Tables 3.5 through 3.8 summarize all the information from telemeterlnu chan-
nels Upori “which there were data for Shots Cherokee, Zuni, Navajo, and Tows. Theee tables show
oniy the information for the more reliable early portions of the trajectories, where the accuracy
of the trajectory information wae estimated by the contractor to be within * 10 percent. In all
cases zero time is the time of launch of the rocket. Sketches of the clouds with rocket trajec-
tories are presented in Figures 4.2 through 4.6 in Chapter 4.

Rockets fired at the stem of the Shot Navajo cloud yielded no d8ta although the rocket trans-
mitters and transducers appeared to be operating normally.

Contaminant ion of the rocket surfaces was not serious. Table S.9 indicates In terms of per-
centages of peak readings the contamination of rockets for which the telemetered record was
long enough for contamination determinations to be made. Four rockets had residual readings
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in excess of 6 percent of the peak readings. The data from these rockets were corrected by

subtracting the quantity

/ r dt

4 R
‘R

J
r d

o

from the rocket readings, where t= the time after the start (rocket enters cloud) of the rise of
the record, } = reading of the rocket at time t, R = ~esidual reading due to contamination of the
rocket, and tR = the time at which the readings are down to R.
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Chopter 4

DISCUSSION
4.1 GENERAL OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM

At the onset of this experiment, great concern was expressed about the ability of the telem-
etering system to transmit information out of the h,ighly iomzed air expected to be encountered.
One theoretical calculation indicated that the 1 watt oi power ra.ctlated from the rocket antenna
would be attenuated to the extent that infornlatlon carried by Lt would be beiow the noise level
when received. Another calculation indicated the opposite. Both calculations were sensitive to
small changes in the parameters assumed. F’ields as high as 3 x 10; r/hr were encountered
with no apparent loss of information. Thus, this concerr, for the ability of the system to trans-
mit [hrough the highly ionized am seems unfGunded.

‘I’he system as a whole was made up of commercially available components, (the telemetering
transmitters and receivers and the tape recorders) and newly developed e.xperimentai compo-
nents (the rockets and radiation transducers). In general, the performance of the rockets,
transducers, and tape recorders may be characterized as satisfactory; that of the transmitters
and receivers was Less than satisfactory m this particular, unusually rigorous service.

The only ddficulties experienced in the field with the transducers could be attributed to faulty
packaging. Several transducers failed before they were installed in the rocket heads, probably
because the compound in which the electronic components were potted shrunk and cracked the
tubes. However, calibrating and testing the detectors before lnstaliir,g them in the rockets in-
sured reliable units.

Drift of the frequency of the transmitters necessitated operating the receivers with their
automatic frequency-control circuits turned on so that the receivers might follow the changing
frequencies of the transmitters. As a result, two or three receivers occasionally locked on the
same transmitt er and duplicated the information. On other cccaslons, receivers changed from
one transmitter to another during flight. These :ffects were due to the tact that a given carrier
from one rocket could take control of two or nlore receivers when their automatic frequency
controls were not locked onto a carrier. ThLs capture of control could occur either during the
launching period, before all the carriers were on the air, or during the flight period, generaily
as a result of a strong disturbance irl the carrier previously contr:~lling the receiver.

A warm-up time of 12 hours or more was required to reduce appreciab~e drift in receiver
frequency. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Site Nan receiving station was unmanned during the
shot . Since it was necessary to leave this station about 12 hours before shot time, Lts receiving
equipment had to be turned on 24 hours before each shot.

. .

4.2 ACTIVITY fN THE CLOUD

TO obtain a measure of the amount of gamma emitters in the c~oud, it was necessary to con-

\’ert roentgen intensity readings to curies of gamma emitters per unit volume. The roentgen
activity at a given place in the clouds depends upon the number of photons being emitted per unit

time per unit volume, the energy of the photons, and the dens~ty of the medium (function of alti-
tude).

The number of Mev per cubic meter per second produced Ln air containing C curies (In this
treatment, it is arbitrarily assumed that there M one photon per disintegration, so a curie is
to be taken to mean 3.7 x 1010 photons per second throughout the chapter. ) of gamma emitters
per cubic meter of an average effective energy of E Mev is 3.7 < 1010 C E Mev/sec/ml. If this
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body of air is infinite in extent and in equilibrium, then the energy emitted per unit volume must

be eqwl to the energy absorbed per umt volume. Lf this air is a standard atmosphere, then the
definition of the roentgen leads to the relation, 1 r = 6.77 x 10’ Mev/cm3 from which 3.7 x 1010

C E Mev/sec/m3 being absorbed yields a field of 1,970 C E r/hr in a stantird atmosphere. If
a medium has the same absorption and scattering coefficients per gram as the standard atmos-
phere, then the roentgen field is inversely proportional to density and is given by

or

p standard air
I=l,970c E—

p medium

CE
I = 2.54 —

P
(4.1)

where I is the intensity in r,fhr inside of an infinite medium-of homogeneously mixed emitters,
E is the average effective energy of the photons in Mev, C is the number of curies per cubic
meter andbp is tbe density of the medium in grams per cubic centimeter.

Figure 4.1 le a plot of the number of millic-mies per cubic meter required to give a field of
1 r/hr versus altltude. This plot was obtained from Equation 4.1 in which the value for the

TABLE 4.1 COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
ESTIMATES OF CLULD ACTIVITY

Source
Total Ph~tons per Second

Ckrokee Zuni Navalo—.

7 mAnute

Theoretictil
1

fiss. >rod. 29.3 x l~z: 7.69 X 1022 3.69 X 1022
~233. 4.7xl~? 1.07 x 102* 0.13 ~. 10”

15 mir:utc

From cloud profiles 11.OX 102* 3.7 ~ IrJ*z 0.69 X 1022

Theoretical
1

flss. prod. 14.F x 1022 g,g: ~ 1022 ].89 ‘<10Z*
“238* 3,7 x 1022 U.R4 x 1022 U.12 x 10**——

“ Activity due m the 0.07 hlcv g~m!:la fi’om U239 is on the border-
line fcr detection by the r~diotic>n tlWISdUCc,[ , and therefore the

kIul!i of adtlvity recorded arlscs from fissim products.

e~lergy was assumed to be 1.25 Kiev and those for the densities were taken Irom Reference 6.
From Figure 4.1 it IS evide[.t that altitude LSa!~ lmpotlant consideration in interpreting the in-
formation telemetered by rockets.

The telemetered inforrnaticu) tabulated in Appendix A is coriverted to millicuries per cubic
meter as a function of range and altitude of the rocket by the use of Figure 4.1 and computed
trajectories. Figures 4.2 through 4.6 were prepared irom this information by plotting rccket
trajectories and drawing contour lines throu~h points of equal activity concentration, thus giving
activity profiles through the clouds in the plan, ~f the rocket trajectories. Since the usable

parts of the trajectories were mostly through the porttons of the clouds between the vocket
launching point and ground zero, only this ha[f of the profile M sketched. Figures 4.2 and 4.s

give the semiprofiles for Shot Cherokee :u 7 and 15 minutes after detonation; Figures 4.4 and
4.5 give the semiprofiles icr Shot Zuni at 7 a:~(i 15 minutes after detonation; and, Figure 4.6
gives the semiprofiLe for Shot }!avajo at 15 minutes after detonatioi~. The wind profile In the
plane of the rocket trajectories has t)een computer! and M shown on the 15-nlinute clouds. This
line is a projection on the plane of th{> rocket trajectories of ti]e vertical line above ground zero
as it would have been distorted in ]5 mmutes !Jy w~ndh. It prov~des a means for visualizing the
amount of shear to be e:.pec:ed 11:the clGuds.
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During Shot Navajo, Round 2B, fired 15 minutes and 2 seconds after detonation, and Round
5B, fired 15 minutes and fj seconds after detonation, were launched at tile same quadrant eleva-
tion to cileck the reproducibility of information from rockets foilowing the same trajectories at
essentially the same time. Figure 4.7 shows activities measured by rounds as a function of
time after launching of individual rockets. Peak intensities recorded agreed within 2 percent.
The areas under the curves, which gave a measure of total activity measured by the rockets,

Figure 4.1 Concentration of gamma emitters to produce 1 r/hr
field in an infinite volume of air.

agreed within 7 percent, and the times to peak activity were 1 second apart. Since 1 second is
the sampling period in the readout system, the peaks could be between 1.5 and 0.5 seconds a-
part.

Of the four rockets fired during Shot Tcwa, only one produced useful radiological informa-
tion. However, it is of interest to compare the one round producing information with a round

fired at the same time after detonation, at the same quadrant elevation of launch and as far as
can be determined, at a similar part of Shot Cherokee. Round 3 at Shot Tewa and Round 5A at
Shot Cherokee were both fired at 7 minutes after detonation and were launched at a quadrant
elevation of 75 degrees. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of the data obtained from the two
rmnds. The lower curve shows the Shot Tewa results norma~ized to the same fission to total—.–—
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The shapes of the curves are similar and the nor-
fializ=Shct Tewa curve is Tower, as might be expected from the higher fallout rates from a
water-reef shot as compared to an air burst. This agreement is not of great significance since
these rockets went through areas near the edges of the C1OUCIS.However, the single set of data
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obtained from Shot Tewa was not inconsistent with data from Shot Cherokee.
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Two of the rockets that were fired through the Shot Navajo stem yielded data. Rocket 1A
yielded a peak concentration of 9.3 mc/m3 while Rocket 2A indicated a peak concentration Of
12.6 n~c/n~3. On the basis of the 15-minute measurements made ]n the cioud, it is estimated
that these concentrations wou~d be about 10 percent of the peak cuncer.tratlon in the main WY
of the cloud at the same time. These rockets passed through the stem at an altitude of about
25,000 feet.

Having constructed the profiles of Figures 4.2 through 4.6, it 1S possible to obtain an estinl-
of the total number of photons per second at the time for which the ptwfile is drawn. This esti-
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mate of the total activity is made by rotating the Profile about its vertical axis through 2 n radi-
ans and integrating. Table 4.1 gives these estimates and compares them with the theoretical

estimates, of cloud activity given in Table 1.1.
Except for the 15-minute Zuni cloud, estimations, based on rocket data, of the total number

of photons in the c~ouds were not influenced by theoretical estimates. Eve~ so, the results

agreed closely. The uncertainties involving such Items as energy of the photons, axial sym-
metry of the clouds, and positions of rockets are such that the close agreement might be fortui-
tous, but it may be concluded that the theoretical vaIues and those derived from rocket data

agree, at least, in order of magnitude.

4.3 CONTAMINATION OF THE ROCKET

The possible contamination of the rocket itseif was considered Important since it would affect
the measurements obtained by the radiation transducer. At the velocities attained by the rocket,
aerodynamic heating causes the paint to burn off the skm of the rocket, leaving a blackened,
chzrrcd surface. Subsequent contamination of this surface could cause high background detection
in the rocket head. However, examination of the data obtained revealed background collnting
r~tes abcve 6 percent in terms of the peak readings in oniy four cases and in these cases the

peak readings were relatively low. These tour sets of data were corrected (see Section 3.2) for
cootarninatlon of the rocket; however, even Lf they had not been, the result, ng cloud profiles

would not have been significantly altered.

. .
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY

5,1 CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that a rocket-borne radiation detection unit with a telemetering transmitter
for relaying information to a ground station constitutes a practical system for exploring the
spatiai distribution of radioactivity in the cloud resulting from a large-yield nuclear detonation.
Performance of the system developed for this project may be characterized as generally satis-
factory, particularly with respect to the rocket itself and the radiation transducer. Instability
of the transmitter-receiver combination resulted in some telemetering faiiures and consequent
loss of data.

Radioactive fields of intensities as high as 3.4 x 104 r/hr were encountered with no apparent
attenuation of the telemetering signal.

Information from a salvo of rockets fired through the Shot NavaJo stem at 25,000 feet indicate
the peak activity at that level to be about 10 percent of the peak activity in the cloud. Since the -
volume of the cloud is about two orders of magnitude larger than that of the stem, it is estimated
that the order of 0.1 percent of the total activity is in the stem.

Contamination of the rocket surfaces was not serious. In terms of peak readings, the maxi-
mum contamination encountered was higher than 6 percent on only four rockets. In these cases
the peak activity encountered by the rockets was relatively low.

Values derived from rocket data, for the number of photons per second in the clouds agreed
with theoretical estimates in order of magnitude.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is rec~mmended that further development and refinement be made in order that the system
may be availabLe for making early time radiological surveys of nuciear clouds. It is further
recommended that the feasibility of using similar systems for measuring energy spectra and
decay and for obtaining early-time cloud samples be investigated.

. .
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Appendix

SUMMARY of DATA
This Appendix summarizes the data used in preparing
the cloud profiles. Trajectory tables and radiation
intensity veraus time data were supplied by the Cooper
Development Corporation. The radiation intensity
data were converted to concentration by applying fac-
tors from Figure 4.1.
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TABLE All SHOT ZUNI, ROUND 5A, QE 65 DEGREES

Time Range Altitude Factor Reading Concentration

sec

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45

“- 46
47
48
49
50

10J ft

29.2
31.1
32.9
34.8
36.6
38.4
40.2
42,0
43. -7

45.5
47.2
49.0
50.7
52.4
54.1
55.8
57.5
59.2

60.9
62.6
64.3
66.0
67.7
69.3
71.0
q~e~

74.4

76.0
77.7
79.4
81.0
82.1
64.4
66.0
87.7

IOJ ft

47.5

50.3

53.1

55.8

58.6

61.1

63.6

66.1

68.6

71.1

73.4

75.6

77.9

80.2

82.4

64.5

86.6

88.6

90.7

92.8

94, i’

96.6

98.5

100.3
102.2
104.0
105.7

107.4
109.1
110.8
112.4
113.9
115.5
117.0
118.6

(mc/nl’)/(r~hr)

77.2 X 10-3
66.4 X 10 ‘3
59.6 X 10 ‘3
50.8 X 10 ‘3
44.6 x 10 “
39.0 x 10-3
33.6 x 10 ‘3
29.4 X 10 ‘3
25.2 x 10 ‘3

21.9 X 10 ‘3
19.0 x 10-3
16.6 x 10-3
14.6 X 10-3
13.0 x 10 ‘3
11.3 x 10-3
9.77 x 10-3
8.76 X 10-3
7.78 X 10-3

6.90 X 10-3
6.08 x 10-3
5.45 x 10-3
4.86 X 10 ‘3
4.33 x 10-3
3.99 X10-J
3.54 x 10-3
3.16 X 10 ‘3
2.89 X 10 ‘3

2.62 X 10 ‘3
2.34 X 10 ‘3
2.15 X 10 ‘3
1.97 x 10-3
1.77 x 10-’
1.64 X 10-3
1.50 x 10 -*
1.35 x 10-3

r/’hr rnc/n>J

31 ?.39

185 1Q6

370 z~.o

586 29.8

771 34.3

804 31.3
741 24.9

710 20.8

678 17.1

647 14.1

615 11.7

588 9.77

557 8.12

540 7.04

525 5.91

494 4.83

463 4.06

448 3.48

431 2.97

415 2.52

414 2.26

382 1.85

368 1.59

360 1.43

350 1.24

338 1.07

310 0.895

291 0.761

276 0.650

260 0.558

247 0.486

228 0.403

216 0.354

209 0.314

203 0.273
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TABLE A.19 SHOT NAVAJO ROUND 6B, QE 85 DEGREES

Tln]e Range Altitude Factor Reading Concentration

sec IOJ ft 10’ ft (nlc/mJ)/(r/hr) r/hr nlc/m3

13 5.0 45.0 85.0 x 10-3 30 2.55

14 5.4 48.9 72.6 X 10-3 174 12.6

15 5.9 52.9 60.2 x 10-3 392 23.6

16 6.3 56.4 49.9 x 10-3 313 15.6

17 6.7 59.9 42.6x 10-3 204 8.69

18 7.1 63.5 33.$) x 10-3 189 6.41

19 ‘7.6 67.0 27.7 x 10-3 91 2.s2

20 S.o 70.5 22.5 x 10-3 68 1.53

21 8.4 73.8 18.6 x 10-3 38 0<70

TABLE A.20 SHOT TEW.A ROUND 3, QE 75 DEGREES

Time Range Altitude Factor Reading Concentration

sec

l?

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
~~

23
24
25
.?6
~~

28
29

-“- 30
31
3?

33
34
35
36
37
38

10J ft

13.3
14.6
15.9
17.2
18.4
19.6
20.9
22.1
23.3

24.5
25.6
26.8
28.0
29.2
30.3

31.5
32.6

33.9

34.9

36.1
37.2

38.4
39.5

40.6

41.8
~~.~

44.0

10J ft

39.0

42.6

46.4

50.0

53.3

56.6

59.8

63.1

66.4

69.4
72.4

75.4

78.4

61.4

64.1

86.9

89.7

!)2.5

%.3

97.9

100.5

103.1

105.6

108.2

110.7

113.1

115.5

(mc/mJ)/(r/hr) r/hr me/ma

104.3 x 10-s

!32.4 X 10 ‘3

80.8 x 10-3

69.1 x 10-3

58.6 x 10-3

49.4 x 10-3

42.7 X 10-3

34.4 x 10-3

28.6 x 1O-J

24.0 x 10 ‘3

20.3 x 10-3

16.7 x 10-3

14.3 x lo-J
l~ol x 10-3

10.0 x 10-3

8.55 x 10-3

7.33 x 10-3
6.22 X 1o-3

5.27 x 10-3
4.45 x 10-’
3.95 x 10-’
3.30 x 10-3
2.89 X 10-3
2.48 x 10-s
2.16x 10-3
1.88 x 10-s
1.64 x !0-3

8
21
79

245
539

1,029
1,720
2,400
2,768

2,746
2,459
2,143
1,860
1,616
1,448
1,298
1,182
1,043

913

808

742

663

628

563

508

483

42’7

0.796

1.99

6.42

16.9

31.7

50.9

73.5
8~.3

79.9

65.8

49.9

36.0

26.6

19. s

14.5

11.1

8.67

6.49

4.81

3.60

2.93

2.19

1.82

1.40

1.10

0.907

0.699

39 45c~ 118.0 1.40 x 10-3 408 0.569
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